ABSTRACT: We developed surface grid-based solvation free energy density (Surface-SFED) models for 36 commonly used polar solvents. The parametrization was performed with a large and diverse set of experimental solvation free energies mainly consisting of combinations of polar solvent and multipolar solute. Therefore, the contribution of hydrogen bonds was dominant in the model. In order to increase the accuracy of the model, an elaborate version of a previous hydrogen bond acidity and basicity prediction model was introduced. We present two parametrizations for use with experimentally determined (Surface-SFED/HB exp ) and empirical (Surface-SFED/HB cal ) hydrogen bond acidity and basicity values. Our computational results agreed well with experimental results, and inaccuracy of empirical hydrogen bond acidity and basicity values was the main source of error in Surface-SFED/HB cal . The mean absolute errors of Surface-SFED/HB exp and Surface-SFED/HB cal were 0.49 and 0.54 kcal/mol, respectively.
■ INTRODUCTION
Solvation effect plays an important role in a wide variety of phenomena in chemical and biological processes. The free energy of solvation of a solute is a fundamental quantity that represents the effect of solvation. Differences in the solvation free energies of a solute in immiscible solvents can be used to predict the partitioning of the solute between these solvents. For this reason, the development of models to calculate solvation free energies for diverse solvents may contribute much to the fields of computational biology and physical and biophysical chemistry.
Because of the complexity of solute−solvent interactions, prediction of the solvation free energy is considered as one of the most challenging energy terms to calculate. Though many computational models have been proposed, from detailed ab initio models to fast empirical models, 1−8 most have so far been applied to a limited number of solvents, such as 1-octanol, chloroform, and particularly water. 9−13 The solvation free energy density (SFED) model, an empirical continuum solvation model proposed by No et al., was developed to predict solvation free energies. 14 The model has been applied to calculate solvation free energies in 10 solvents including water and 1-octanol, 14−16 to compute 1-octanol/ water partition coefficients, 15 and to generate the hydration free energy density tensor. 17 In a recent paper, 16 we extensively modified this model, as follows: (1) A basis function for electrostatics was modified to include ionic molecules. (2) Two basis functions were introduced to express hydrogen bond contributions. (3) A surface grid was introduced, instead of the shell grid, to avoid the bumping of the grid between molecules and improve computational efficiency. The parametrization was performed for over 10 solvents that have more than 50 solvation free energies, and the mean absolute errors (MAEs) for 1200 solvation free energies of 379 neutral molecules in these 10 solvents and 90 hydration free energies of ionics were 0.40 and 1.70 kcal/mol, respectively. Although the data set of neutral molecules mainly consists of nonpolar or unipolar molecules, the accuracy of empirical hydrogen bond acidity and basicity was a critical factor in the model.
Here, we present the extended application of the surface grid-based SFED (Surface-SFED) model to 36 polar solvents including alcohol, haloaliphatic, haloaromatic, ketone, aliphatic ether, ester, and tertiary amide solvent classes. The data set includes a variety of multipolar molecules ("multi" in this study refers to more than two), which form complex hydrogen bonds. Therefore, the accurate prediction of hydrogen bond contributions is very important in this work. The hydrogen bond acidity and basicity computation model was refined to improve the predictability of the model. We optimized linear expansion coefficients suitable for use with experimental and empirical hydrogen bond acidity and basicity, and these parametrizations of the model are differentiated by the notations/HB exp and/HB cal , respectively.
■ METHODOLOGY
A. Description of the Surface-SFED Model. The details of the Surface-SFED model are well described in our previous paper. 16 However, some modifications are needed to describe the solvation free energies of polar solutes in polar solvents in which the hydrogen bonding contributes significantly. On the basis of the assumption that the solvation free energy can be partitioned into the different contributions, the solvation free energy of a molecule is described as a sum of three terms.
The free energy of interactions, ΔG inter , is described as a linear combination of four basis functions, h j (r k ), representing the contribution of the interaction between interacting compartments of the solute and the kth grid point on the cavity surface ( Figure 1 
where S and N A are the number of grid points on the cavity surface and the number of atoms in the solute, respectively. Atom-centered net atomic charges, q i , were calculated with an empirical net atomic charge calculation method, the modified part ial e qualizatio n of orbi tal e lectronegati vity (MPEOE), 18, 19 and effective atomic polarizabilities, α i , were calculated using an empirical method, the charge dependent effective atomic polarizability (CDEAP). 20 The hydrogen bond stabilization term, ΔG HB , was divided into two terms on the basis of the role of the solvent in hydrogen bonding, with the acceptor and donor represented with the subscripts "a" and "d", respectively. These two terms were simple functions of the hydrogen bond acidity and basicity of the solute, A solute and B solute , respectively. 
The final formula for the SFED computation of a solute is
B. Solvation Free Energy Database Construction. Most of the experimental solvation free energies were obtained from the experimental gas/solvent partition coefficients database of Acree et al. 24−35 The partition coefficient is the ratio of concentrations of a solute between solvent A and solvent B at equilibrium.
The gas/solvent partition coefficient, K, is a specific case of eq 7 where solvent B is replaced with gas. The base-10 logarithm of the gas/solvent partition coefficient is related to the standard state free energy of solvation as follows
and
The gas/solvent partition coefficient was calculated from either the Raoult's law infinite dilution activity coefficient, γ solute ∞ ∞ , from the Henry's law constant, K Henry , for solutes dissolved in anhydrous organic solvents, or from partition coefficients of a solute between water and organic solvent saturated with water, and the gas/water partition coefficient of the solute, K w , as shown in eqs 10−12.
(10) Figure 1 . Solute and solvent of a solution are described as an assemblage of interacting compartments. Furthermore, the solvent accessible surface (SAS), R w , R shell , Δl, and van der Waals-like surface of the model are described.
Henry solvent
Here R is the universal gas constant, T is the system temperature, P o solute is the vapor pressure of the solute at T, and V solvent is the molar volume of the solvent. In the case of crystalline solutes, log K values have also been calculated from the ratio of the molar solubilities of the solute in the organic solvent and in water, in accordance with eq 13.
The log K calculations and the individual data sets are discussed in greater detail elsewhere. 24−36 In compiling the data, the gas/solvent partition coefficients were classified as "wet" or "dry", according to the experimental method, to ensure that the solubilizing properties of anhydrous solvent, denoted as "dry", and water-saturated solvent, denoted as "wet", were the same before the measured values were combined into a single data set.
We excluded the following types of data: (1) chemical elements such as helium and oxygen, (2) molecules containing metal or phosphorus, (3) "wet" data pertaining to solvents for which the "wet" and "dry" experimental values were not the same. After these exclusions, 3927 free energies of solvation for 766 solutes in 36 solvents were obtained.
Large experimental solvation free energies were directly taken from our previously published data set. 7 This data set contained 2193 free energies of solvation for 387 solutes in 91 solvents.
After averaging the solvation free energies of the solute/ solvent combination that were common to both data sets and combining into a single data set, we were able to extract 4190 free energies of solvation for 787 solutes in 36 solvents that have more than 50 solvation free energies. The collected experimental data set encompassed a broad range of molecules including diverse drugs and natural molecules. A total of 32 solvents have newly been introduced in this study, and four solvents, 1-octanol, diethyl ether, chloroform, and carbon tetrachloride, are part of the expanded set from our previous SFED study. The geometries of the molecules were obtained by energy minimization in the gas-phase, using HF/MIDIx. Table S1 of the Supporting Information.
C. Refinement of Hydrogen Bond Acidity and Basicity Prediction Model. Because the collected set of solvation free energies includes a wide variety of multipolar molecules, the parameter set of α i and β j determined in our previous work 16 was expanded and reoptimiezed. Primary, secondary, and tertiary sulfonamide, amide in nucleobases, alkylated aromatic hydrocarbon, and 3-valent aromatic nitrogen are newly defined.
The strength of the hydrogen bond can be influenced by substituents near the hydrogen bond donor or acceptor. The presence of substituent induces charge rearrangements through the covalent framework of the molecule and obstructs the formation of other hydrogen bond. This suggests that α i and β j in eq 4 have to be corrected in order to prevent the unphysical condition that all the acidic and basic atoms can be participated in hydrogen bond independently. The effect due to charge rearrangements was not considered because A cal and B cal are calculated on the basis of the summation of empirical parameters, α i and β j . Thus, the effective hydrogen bond acidity and basicity, α i *and β j *, of acidic and basic atoms in the molecule were computed by including a sort of attenuation factor (14) where d ij is the distance between atom i and atom j, and conventionally d ii is set to infinity. Adjustable parameters, k and t, are defined 0.5 and 0.77, respectively. Tables 1 and 2 D. Model Development. Two parametrizations are present here, one for use with the Abraham's hydrogen bond acidity and basicity (Surface-SFED/HB exp ) and one for use with empirical effective hydrogen bond acidity and basicity calculated using eq 15 (Surface-SFED/HB cal ). The linear expansion coefficients, C j , C d , C a , C S , and C, were determined for each solvent by minimizing the difference between the calculated and experimental solvation free energies. The optimum values for atomic radii, R vdw , effective solvent shell thickness, R w , and grid interval, Δl, have been defined in our previous publications.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental and calculated solvation free energies in each solvent are shown in Table S2 of the Supporting Information. All Surface-SFED results quoted in this work are calculated with the same functional forms for electrostatic, dispersion− repulsion, hydrogen bond, and cavitation effects. Two Surface-SFED models were parametrized against the same training set including diverse multipolar molecules. Figure 2 , where we have distinguished the points for each parametrization.
The only difference between the various solvent models is in the linear expansion coefficients. The optimized linear expansion coefficients for each solvent model are presented in Tables 4 and 5 solvation. All Surface-SFED models were developed for polar solvents; thus, the differences of coefficients between solvents were not significant. C 1 and C 2 show tendency to roughly depend on the polarity of solvents because the major solute− solvent interaction is due to electrostatic interaction. C 4 of all solvents was positivity; however, the sum of the latter two terms has favorable contributions to solvation free energies. C d and C a became larger as the polarity of the solvent grew, implying formation of stronger hydrogen bonds. Some examples of contribution of each basis function are shown in Table 6 . In this work, more than 400 multipolar molecules were used for parametrizations; thus, the accurate prediction of A and B is crucial factor determining the performance of the Surface-SFED/HB cal model. For the purpose of accurate description of hydrogen bond contributions in the solvation free energy, the influence of substituents on hydrogen bond acidity and basicity was considered, eq 14. Plots of calculated hydrogen bond acidities and basicities against experimental values are shown in Figure 3 . There are clear improvements in the molecules that have large A and/or B. For instance, in rutin, a citrus flavonoid glycoside with 10 donors and 16 acceptors, the values of A cal and B cal predicted using eq 4 are about double those of A exp and B exp , the experimental and predicted values being 2.50 and 4.23 for A and 3.73 and 7.29 for B, respectively. A* and B* predicted using eq 15 are 2.92 and 4.09, respectively. Some examples of the comparison between experimental and empirical hydrogen bond acidity and basicity are shown in Table 7 . The effect of the inaccuracy of empirical hydrogen bond acidity and basicity on the accuracy of the predicted solvation free energy depends on the solute/solvent combination. For example, these errors represent about 10 kcal/mol in alcohol solvents and about 3 kcal/mol in chloroaliphatic solvents. Table 8 gives a summary of the errors in prediction across solvent classes. Overall, the Surface-SFED model parametrized with A exp and B exp has greater accuracy, and this tendency becomes clearer with increasing solvent polarity.
The absence of the influence of solvent accessibility on hydrogen bonding is another shortcoming of eq 4. Atoms must be exposed to solvent to interact with the solvent, and one way of measuring the degree of solvent accessibility of a solute atom is to compute the exposed surface area for the atom. This solvent-accessible area of an atom depends on the atomic radii, R w , and optimized solute geometry. Because the parametrizations were performed with small molecules where most atoms are exposed to solvent, we did not consider solvent accessibility. However, if we apply the SFED model to large molecules, such as proteins, the effect of solvent accessibility on hydrogen bonding must be considered.
We have expanded the application of the SFED model to diverse solvents in a series of studies. Among the 36 solvents dealt with in the present study, four solvents are 2−5 times enlarged set of our current work. 7 For the validation of the robustness of the model, the performance of parametrization of our prior study 7 (old parametrization) was tested with the data set from this work. The results are presented in Table 9 . The MAEs of the old parametrization are between 0.5 and 0.7 and are overall 14% higher than those seen in parametrization of this work (new parametrization). This increase in accuracy may be considered small in that (1) the test set is same as the training set used in this study; therefore, the MAE of the new parametrization is almost minimal for Surface-SFED/HB exp . (2) The old parametrization was performed with a data set that was 1/2−1/5 the size of the current test set, consisting mainly of small nonpolar or unipolar small molecules. Therefore, the Surface-SFED model is a robust model for prediction of solvation free energies encompassing a broad range of common functional groups present in biological and drug-like molecules. 
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the application of the Surface-SFED model to 36 polar organic solvents. Each solvent consists of more than 50 neutral molecules, including diverse multipolar drug and natural molecules. The free energy of solvation was obtained by a linear combination of simple empirical functions for the electrostatic, dispersion−repulsion, hydrogen bonding, and cavitation terms. The linear expansion coefficients were optimized for each solvent model.
In the model, the contribution of hydrogen bond to the solvation free energy was dominant. The inaccuracy of the model with empirical hydrogen bond acidity and basicity calculated using eq 4 is due to the nonadditive character of A and B. The performance of the model is improved by reflecting the influence of substituents near the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor.
We have presented two parametrizations for solvation free energies in 36 solvents on the basis of the experimental and empirical hydrogen bond acidities and basicities, respectively (Table S1 ) and experimental and calculated solvation free energies in each solvent (Table S2 ). This information is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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